
Radiologists need modern, interoperable tools 
to navigate today’s workflow considerations. A 
PACS worklist alone isn’t enough to help you stay 
efficient, improve patient care, and control costs.

Change Healthcare Workflow Intelligence helps you 
manage today’s complex reading environments. 
This consolidated, enterprise-wide worklist lets 
radiologists view all studies, no matter where they 
originate. This improved visibility and intelligent 
prioritization helped one of our customers reduce 
their ED turnaround times by more than 30%.*
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Worklist Helps 
You Increase 
Efficiency and 
Improve Patient 
Care
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*Results based on data collected by customer.
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Align Demand and Supply

All studies are not created 
equal. That’s why you need a 
worklist that helps you balance 
your case load so you can focus 
on improving patient care and 
efficiency. Smart task assignment 
helps you achieve your goals, 
whether that means maximizing 
your sub-specialist reads, or 
meeting turnaround time SLAs.

The worklist is dynamic, and 
cases move up to the top as they 
become more urgent so they 
don’t slip through the cracks.

Every site defines its own 
assignment and escalation rules, 
and you can change and modify 
them over time as your needs 
change. Collaboration tools and 
automatic notifications help 
you close the communication 
loop with your colleagues inside 
and outside the hospital.

All the data is timestamped and 
can be extracted and analyzed 
by your administrators to see 
what’s working and where 
you can keep improving.

Help Control Costs

Since Change Healthcare 
Workflow Intelligence is vendor 
neutral, there’s no need for 
an expensive, intrusive PACS 
replacement. It integrates with 
any PACS and consolidates all 
your studies in a single worklist.
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Drive Collaboration and 
Communication Across 
Your Enterprise

Being able to carve up the work so 
there’s accountability and a better 
level of attention to high priority 
cases is a powerful one-two punch

–Dr. Matthew Brady 
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